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Survival



Survival
• Survival Generally means “To not 

Die.” Failure=Death
• Project Survival

– Life or death?  Maybe
• Do you die?  Probably not, but not surviving 

involves loss
• A stakeholder could die if project fails

– What’s at stake? Failure->Loss of what?
• Career
• Reputation
• Loss of money (yours or others)
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How Did I Get in this Mess and Die?

What the heck was I thinking?
• Complacency – “Nothing bad ever happened to 

me when I did it before”
• Fatigue – Take the risk to get it done so I can 

rest.
• It feels good (emotion before reason)
• It feels bad, and I have to remove it even though 

it’s keeping me alive.
• Rushing – pressure to get it done ASAP.
• Distraction – “Did I fold that parachute 

correctly?”
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Accidents and Self-Organizing Systems

• Self-organizing Systems tend to be complex 
and tightly coupled

• Example: A Sand Pile
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Organization = Height to Width ratio is a constant

Operates in a “failure” mode of 
small but inevitable collapses 
(accidents) as more sand falls



Projects as Self-Organizing Systems
• PM Manages the project, but…

– Accidents happen - small common survivable 
“collapses”, like

• Lose a key resource
• Server freezes and needs reboot
• Analyst’s laptop crashes
• Critical component is back-ordered

– Project Catastrophes happen, but rarely
• They are normal – they are going to happen – again, rarely
• Efforts to prevent them fail because you don’t know what 

will cause the catastrophe and it is usually a result of 
multiple smaller collapses. 
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Mt. Hood Climbing Accident

• May 30, 2002
• “Beginner’s Climb”
• Bill Ward – Experienced Climber/Leader
• Chris Kern
• Harry Slutter
• Rick Read – First climb – Novice

• Windy/Unpredictable Weather
• Icy snow-covered surface
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Mt. Hood Climbing Accident

Hogsback
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Lessons from the Climb

• If you think it can’t happen, you’re wrong.
• Bad things happening can cause more bad 

things to happen.
• If something is perceived as easy, you still 

need to plan for every risk.
• Confidence is good.  Over confidence is a 

killer.
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On Being Lost

You are here



Being Lost

• Our Definition: “When you are not where you 
think you are.”

• Lost – huge threat to survivability
• Map vs. Terrain
• Stupid things people do when lost:

– Panic “This is bad!  Do something, anything!”
– Freeze with fear 
– Emotion and stress overcome logic and reason
– “Smash their compass.” – they “Bend their Map”
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Being Lost

• Bending the Map
We construct an expected world because we 
can’t handle the complexity of the present one, 
and then process the information that fits the 
expected world, and find reasons to exclude the 
information that might contradict it.

Charles Perrow – Sociologist/Expert on Industrial Accidents 
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Being Lost on your Project

• The project isn’t where the PM thinks it should be.
• Some Suspect Causes:

– Team lost the goal
– Goal changed without supervision or impact assessment
– Plans frozen before stakeholders weighed in
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Situation Project Lost?

Project is 3 weeks behind the documented schedule.

Nobody knows what they are supposed to do next.

We made some progress, but we created something 
that is not what is expected at this point.

Your three most important resources just quit.

Depends

Yes

Yes

No



Friction
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Friction
• In the context of this paper – numerous minor events that 

increase and slow down progress that can lead to 
catastrophe

• Mt. Hood Accident – Contributing Friction
– Selected a slightly more difficult path so they could arrive at 

Cathedral Peak
– Knew the weatherboard was 24-hours outdated – saw weather 

report they wanted to see
– When weather got tough, they could have gone numerous 

places to wait it out, but kept climbing
– They didn’t bring weather proof clothing
– Regretted not bringing a weather radio
– Had no bailout plan.
– Slow progress = Too much time at high altitude eroded ability to 

reason.
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Friction on Projects

• We encounter the following sources of Friction
– Shortening any leg(s) of the triple constraints without 

adjusting the others.
– Any unforeseen surprise
– Any  foreseen surprise we thought would never 

happen to us
– Uncontrolled changes
– Incomplete requirements
– Incomplete buy-in by stakeholders
– Can you name others?
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Friction = numerous minor events 
that increase and slow down progress 
that can lead to catastrophe
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The Saga of the Trashman



Trashman Incident
• October, 1982
• 58ft. Ketch called “Trashman”
• Mission: Yacht delivery from Bar Harbor Maine, 

to Ft. Lauderdale Florida
• Passengers and Crew

– John Lippoth, Captain
– Mark Adams, 1st Mate
– Brad Cavanagh, Signed on as Crewman for the trip
– Meg Rooney, Lippoth’s Girlfriend
– Debbie Kiley, Signed on as Crewman for the trip

• Trashman sank off the coast of South Carolina
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The Survivor Mindset
Life Survival Project Survival

Knowledge (not just feeling) they will 
survive

Confidence they have the experience and 
resources that ensure success

All-in Project done deliberately

Resigned Optimism “I could die, and that 
would be OK, but I’m not going to.”

Projects fail, and this one could fail, but I 
won’t let it.

Does not entertain thoughts about how 
they might die or hopelessness of the 
situation.

Realistic risk registry, but doesn’t dwell on 
the potential hopelessness of the 
situation

They turn Fear into Focus They turn Fear (Panic - Concern about 
everything all at once) into Focus (only 
think about and perform the next correct 
action)

Accept your situation – “Be Here Now” Accept the catastrophe and focus on what 
is the next thing you can do about it 23



The In-Denial Mindset
(When the Project is in the 

Dumper)

Life Survival Project Survival

Everything is OK, just a little farther to go 
(When hopelessly lost)

Project’s doing great! (even when signs 
say it is not)

It’s impossible to be in a bad situation.  
After all, I’m an expert!

I’ve been doing this kind of thing since I 
could walk.  I’ve got this.

I’ve survived much worse than this. I’ve done much more challenging projects 
that this. (project beginning)

This isn’t even difficult.  Everyone says 
beginner could do it.

This is an easy project – I’ve done a 
million of them.

Climbers on mount hood set up for disaster not by their inexperience, but by their 
experience. 
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The Resigned Mindset

Life Survival – Typical of Who Dies Project Survival – Typical of Whose 
Project Failed

“There is no way I/we are going to survive 
this.  I give up.”

“This project/team will never be 
successful.”

“Nobody cares if I die. I’m nobody.” “Just another failure – I guess that’s what I 
am known for.”

Panic (Do something, ANYTHING even if it 
might make things worse.)

Panic (Do something, ANYTHING even if it 
might make things worse.)

Why me? “Why do I get all the bad projects?”

Me and my bad luck! “I have the reverse Midas syndrome”

The universe must hate me “This company/customer must hate me.”

I don’t have the strength to survive. I guess it’s another failure on my record.

Tends to be fatalistic, pessimistic, focused on what’s wrong, what’s missing, bad luck, 
bad team, etc.
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Strategies for a Lost Project
• First, Stop and Think – What are the 3 most important 

things we need right now?  (These are things that must be 
done first to preserve your career.)  =FOCUS
- Inexperienced PMs do this better than experienced.

• Reality Check
– Review your Plan - Reality vs. Expectations (if not, why not)
– Don’t worship your plan
– Does our direction match the planned direction (Toward or away 

from the goal)
• Retrace your steps = backtrack

– Review the goal – with everyone!
– Review completed project tasks – was something incomplete or 

done incorrectly?
– Try to find the precise point that the plan deviated from reality
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Strategies for Surviving a 
Project Catastrophe

• Keep a cool head and turn off sources of “noise” so you 
can focus on most important things
– Panic is a dirty word – stay away from panicking people
– Refer to your risk registry
– Remember that Shtuff happens.
– Focus on surviving, not dying

• Form a Tiger Team of cool headed people you can rely 
on and commit yourself to

• Banish feelings of hopelessness (and sources) so you 
can focus.  Don’t dwell on kicking yourself or others.

• Don’t get cocky.  Prioritize your actions, work on one or 
two actions at a time, be deliberate!
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If you liked the stories, read Deep Survival by 
Laurence Gonzales
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